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How the DMWG operates

LHC Dark Matter Forum / Working Group (2014–)

http://lpcc.web.cern.ch/lpcc/index.php?page=dm_wg 
- Make the most of what little we know of DM 
- Complement so far diverse collaborations between experiment and theory 
- Pay attention to good ideas from theory, help make things happen in experiments 

The DMWG so far has worked on focused efforts:  
selected topics leading to arXiv write-ups 
E.g. June 2016: choose new topic to develop towards our next public meeting  
– open editing of a google document containing suggestions 
– meeting with short presentations on some of the potential topics 
– add suggestions and discussion to google doc 
– jointly decide on topic(s) after discussion on contributors mailing list (*) 
– develop topic in open meetings 
– keep discussing on-list and in smaller groups of interested contributors 
– conclude and write up, with circulation and review on mailing list 


From now on: thinking about pursuing more than one topic at a time 
Today: first discussion on what the community is interested in 
More chances to discuss new topics on mailing lists (*)  

(*) Discussion always encouraged on mailing list: lhc-dmwg-
contributors@cern.ch 
– higher volume list for day-to-day discussions in detail 
– everyone registered with the mailing list has posting rights  
- everyone is welcome to raise questions / issues to the 
attention of the group 
- broader mailing list lhc-dmwg@cern.ch  is only used for 
announcements and circulations

http://lpcc.web.cern.ch/lpcc/index.php?page=dm_wg
mailto:lhc-dmwg-contributors@cern.ch
mailto:lhc-dmwg-contributors@cern.ch
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List of topics covered so far

Winter 2015

Spring 2017

2017-early 2018

[Dark Matter Forum] Reach consensus on a common set of benchmark 
models for ATLAS and CMS early Run-2 searches

Summer 2015

Within the framework of the DMF simplified models, present results and 
compare Direct Detection (DD) / Indirect Detection (ID) / collider searches

Winter 2016 Agree on how to present searches for mediators of DM interactions in 
visible decays together with searches to DM particles, add lepton couplings 
to DMF benchmark models

Develop scalar sector and t-channel benchmark models 

Arrive at a joint estimation of theory uncertainties for precision DM 
searches at colliders (e.g. mono-jet)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1703.05703

https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.04664

TODAY’S MEETING FOCUS: 
feedback on past work and  

suggestions for future topics

https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.04156


https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.00966


http://arxiv.org/abs/1703.05703
https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.04664
https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.04156
https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.00966
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Past work: 2HDM

Completed DMWG tasks: 


-  discuss parameter space simplifications 

- identify kinematically distinct models for future 
developments 

- study benchmarks for Run 2 to represent range 
of complementary searches

Less simplified models means richer parameter space


• Consensus on study of the UFO from https://arxiv.org/
pdf/1701.07427v1.pdf 

• Interesting kinematic distributions  

• Relative importance and phenomenology of different 
collider channels depends on Yukawa structure and 
parameters 

• Two scalar doublets mean more parameters requiring 
careful evaluation, to understand:  

- where colliders are uniquely sensitive 

- how to simplify parameter space 

• should account for additional constraints from Higgs / 
EW observables / flavour physics → model parameters 
from theory

Theory and experimental community driving development  
of recommendations from bottom up, 

now effort is on writing up whitepaper (git repository)

see K. Behr, G. Busoni’s talks

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1701.07427v1.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1701.07427v1.pdf
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhc-dmwg-material/DMWG-2HDM-whitepaper
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Past work: t-channel models

M. G. Ratti

Quantifying overlap with SUSY

- Kinematics changes with larger coupling

Technical points:

- Optimal split/merging/matching scheme

Understanding relic density

- “Compatible” region depends on coupling/
mass of DM mediator, but still viable in many 
parameter scenarios

We would like to kick-off the efforts on white 
paper to conclude this study 

see K. Hamano’s talk
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Today’s agenda
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Whitepaper - Outline

1. Introduction  
2. The model 
3. The model parameters 
4. Parameter grid 

1. Mono-Higgs 
2. Mono-Z 
3. ttbar+MET 
4. Other signatures (e.g. monojet) 

5. Relic density calculation 
6. Comparison to ID/DD

Experimental input is in these sections
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Whitepaper - Introduction

Main responsibles:

1. DMWG organizers 
2. Martin Bauer, Uli Haisch  

(authors of original paper)
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Whitepaper - The model

Main responsibles:

1. Martin Bauer, Uli Haisch: 

authors of original paper 
2. Bell, Busoni, Sanderson: 

comparison with scalar 
model in alignment limit, 
helped by F. Ungaro 

3. Gori: comparison to 
HXSWG models  

4. No, Goncalves Machado: 
vacuum stability study 
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Whitepaper - Experimental signatures

Main responsibles:  
CMS+ATLAS analysers


https://indico.cern.ch/event/678491/timetable/#20171103.detailed

Rolling agenda for informal meetings/material of various signatures:

https://indico.cern.ch/event/678491/timetable/#20171103.detailed
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Whitepaper - Parameter grid
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Whitepaper - Description of proposal
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Whitepaper - Relic density

Main responsibles: 
CMS+ATLAS analysers


Andreas Albert, Valerio Ippolito, 
Emma Tolley
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Timeline

October-December 2017: connect theory and 
experimental community, collect material and write 
white paper 

18 December 2017: DMWG public meeting (see 
mailing list for details), status report from various 
groups 

End of January 2017: DMWG internal peer-review 
of white paper 

Would you like to become one of the referees? 
Help welcome!


